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National Road Fund Agency personnel pose for a photograph with His Excellency Mr. Edgar Chagwa Lungu President of the Republic of Zambia and His Excellency Nana Dankwa Akufo-Ado
President of the Republic of Ghana after scooping the Best Overall Exhibit Award at the 53rd Zambia International Trade Fair in Ndola on 29th June 2017

PAY TOLLS FOR SUSTAINABLE
ROAD MAINTENANCE

EXCERPTS FROM THE SPEECH BY HIS EXCELLENCY
REPUBLIC OF ZAMBIA AT THE COMMISSIONING OF

T

he Government of the Republic
of Zambia has over the years,
embarked on construction and
maintenance of major roads using
traditional funding methods from the
treasury. Over the years, traditional
revenue collection methods through
taxes have been severely constrained
resulting in delayed construction of
new roads or differed maintenance of
existing roads. The deferment of
maintenance resulted in a huge
backlog for main trunk and urban
roads.
Construction and maintenance of
roads require colossal sums of
money. Unfortunately, because of
competing needs, funds for
maintenance of roads are not always
available.
In order to raise alternative sources of
revenue for road maintenance and
construction, Government had to
explore other sources to complement
the traditional methods of financing.
The construction of the three Toll
Plazas at Katuba in Chibombo
District, Shimabala in Kafue District
and Mumbwa in Mumbwa District is
part of Government's roll out plan to
construct toll plazas across Zambia's
road network and to broaden the

collection of revenue for
development and maintenance of
roads.
It should be noted that road tolling is
not only being implemented in
Zambia to overburden road users, it is
a global norm of financing and
management of roads with a major
shift to tolling systems as an
alternative and sustainable means of
mobilising domestic revenue for
maintenance of road infrastructure.
Zambia has joined that growing list
of countries in Africa and world over
which have sought to use this method
of financing. Tolling systems are now
in use in countries such as South

Africa, Lesotho, Mozambique,
Zimbabwe, United States, United
Kingdom, Italy, Greece, France,
Spain, Portugal, Germany, Japan and
Thailand, among others, operating
privately or publicly and road users
are required to pay tolls for using a
section of the road.
Unlike taxes, which are not solely
used on roads, tolls are paid for only
the portion of the road that the
motorists use and exclusively used
on roads, and therefore they are user
fees.
The benefits to be derived from road
tolling are immense. Firstly, the
Government will raise the much
needed additional finance for
maintenance of roads which will
translate into a better road network.
Secondly, the tolling programme has
generated employment for our
citizens. Employment opportunities
are expected to increase with the
construction of more toll plazas.
Thirdly, opportunities for Zambian
contractors to participate in
maintenance activities on our roads
will increase and Government will
have some flexibility of channeling
financial resources to other social
sectors when the road sector is able to

His Excellency Mr. Edgar Chagwa Lungu departs Katuba Toll Plaza after the commissioning ceremony
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MR. EDGAR CHAGWA LUNGU, PRESIDENT OF THE
KATUBA, SHIMABALA AND MUMBWA TOLL PLAZAS
partially or wholly generate the
resources it needs.
In addition to these benefits,
improved roads will also reduce
travel time, vehicle operating costs
and guarantee increased road safety.
For Government to maintain the road
network countrywide, we will need
the travelling public to support the
tolling programme by paying tolls.
I am grateful that since the
commencement of Phase I of the
Road Tolling Programme for heavy
duty vehicles and commencement of
Phase II of the programme in 2016 for
all vehicle classifications, our road
users have cooperated and paid their
tolls.
I wish to salute all the road users this
far, we will count on your support
going forward. It is only through this
support that we as government can
deliver good roads and fulfil our
aspirations to be a middle income
country by 2030.
I wish to implore on the National
Road Fund Agency (NRFA) as the
lead Tolls Agent and the Road
Development Agency (RDA) as the
Tolls Authority to ensure that every
Kwacha that is collected at these
facilities is accounted for and applied
to the maintenance and construction
of roads.
This is our expectation as
Government, and the expectation of
road users. Government will ensure
that funds collected from toll stations
are applied on road maintenance.
It is now my singular honour and
privilege to declare the Katuba,
Shimabala and Mumbwa toll Plazas
officially open.
I Thank You.

His Excellency Mr. Edgar Chagwa Lungu prepares to collect a Toll from the first motorist at Katuba Toll Plaza

Eng. Wallece Mumba NRFA Director/CEO (left) explains to His Excellency
Mr. Edgar Chagwa Lungu the operations at Katuba Toll Plaza

His Excellency Mr. Edgar Chagwa Lungu officially commissions Katuba,
Shimabala and Mumbwa Toll Plazas
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Toll Collectors at Shimabala Toll Plaza bow down in prayer before commencement of Road Tolling at the new plaza

A SUSTAINABLE ROAD FUND, FOR SUSTAINABLE FAMILY BONDS
because we find strength in that. Now,
in as much as we acknowledge God in
our operations, I realised that faith
without works is dead (James 2:14).
So I quickly employed team building
initiatives such as awarding the most
hard working employee in a month, to
encourage and motivate the staff to
work extra hard.
By Patrick Musonda

I

t all started like a volcano when the
Shimabala Toll Plaza was opened
to traffic on 1stMay, 2017 and the
station was immediately flooded with
all sorts of queries from road users.
As the Station Manager, I was faced
with this challenge and needed to
come up with a formula to satisfy the
masses of people that were showing
an initial resistance to paying tolls and
at the same time create a conducive
working environment for my team.
One of the cultures that I love about
my team is prayer. We so much love to
commit our works to the Lord

As a team, we resolved to be making
sure that the times we spent at the
office were exciting because most of
our life time is spent at work.
Therefore, we endeavoured to make
our work environment conducive.
One of the team building activities
was held at the Kafue River Cliff
where we spent time away from the
Toll Plaza, relaxed, and got to know
each other better.
Because we so much believe in family
bonds at Shimabala we strive to exist
as a family. NRFA has given us a
platform to co-exist as one big family
where love and care is shared
amongst everyone.
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I so much believe employees
benefited through experiencing a
sense of accomplishment in working
as a team to complete a challenging
task of dealing with masses of
different people as they pass through
the Toll Plaza.
I have seen that team building has
enhanced the morale and productivity
of my family (the Shimabala team).
Furthermore, team building has
helped me identify leadership skills in
certain individuals.
Our motto at Shimabala is 'NRFA: A
Sustainable Road Fund for
Sustainable Family Bonds.

Shimabala Toll collectors
during a team building outing

KAFULAFUTA TOLL STATION BUILDS A WINNING TEAM

T

he Kafulafuta Toll collection
team recently visited Nsobe
Game Reserve Camp in Masaiti
District where they had a team
building event as a way of motivating
team members, fostering team work
and enhancing the team's work
performance.
The special event which was
organised by the Senior Toll Collector
for the station, Ms Eunice Mukata
was also aimed at building synergies
among team members, finding ways
to improve on general operations,
customer service, and how to be
efficient and effective in order to
increase productivity.
Commenting on the event, members
of staff said the event was successful
and they thanked the local
management for coming up with the
idea adding that they were looking
forward to another program of its
kind.
Speaking after the event, Shift
Supervisor at the station, Mr. Jimmy
Mwaanga, said the activities carried
out during the event would help

improve the work relations in all the
other teams at Kafulafuta.
Ms. Agatha Moonga, another shift
supervisor also said she believed that
the team building event would greatly
help bring mutual respect,
compassion and humanity in the Toll
Collectors' line of duty.
The event was characterised by
motivational talks, role plays, game
park drives, fishing and other exciting
games.
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In pictures
Kafulafuta Toll
Collectors
during their retreat

Ms. Abigail Chinyanta, a Toll Collector at Manyumbi Toll Station attends to a motorist

WE SHALL SERVE YOU WITH A SMILE

T

he Road Tolling idea in Zambia
was conceptualised as early
as1983 and only implemented in 2013
following the enactment of the Tolls
Act No. 14 of 2011.

they deserve as we aim at giving a
friendly and efficient service to an
average 2,700 motorists per day.

operations, and here at Manyumbi Toll
Station, we take pride in being part of the
slogan 'Pay Tolls for Sustainable Road
Maintenance'.

Team work is the cornerstone of our

Tolling continues to be a success story
with the implementation of phase II of
the National Road Tolling Program.
History has been written and January
15th 2016 was the commencement of
road tolling for all motor vehicle
classifications.
Manyumbi Toll Station takes pride in
the fulfilment of the NRFA mandate,
specifically, the thematic area of
resource mobilisation. While the
dedicated men and women at
Manyumbi Toll Plaza observe the core
function of collecting tolls, they remain
cognisant of the fact that a motorist is a
very important stake holder.
Therefore all motorists will be treated
with total respect and a warm ambiance

Motorists are assured of an Accountable, Transparent Service at
all Toll Stations in the country
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STAKEHOLDERS CONVERGE AT OPEN DAY

NRFA participates at the RTSA Open Day

T

he NRFA recently joined hands
with the Road Transport and
Safety Agency's (RTSA) during the
latter's Open Day at Cosmopolitan
Mall in Lusaka anchored on the
theme“Enhancing Service Delivery
through Information
Communication Technologies”.
Services such as vehicle licensing,
payment of road tax, vehicle fitness
inspection, and distribution of the
High Way Code were made available
at the event.
This networking event provided the
NRFA with an opportunity to engage
road users and other stakeholders on
t h e N a t i o n a l R o a d To l l i n g
Programme and handed out
informational brochures and

magazines.
RTSA Chief Executive Officer, Mr.
Zindaba Soko described the event as
an aspiration towards spurring
enhanced service delivery and
uplifting the road safety profile of the
country by allowing Road Sector
Agencies interact more with the
general public.
He noted that the theme of the event
fell in line with Governments desire
to attain a smart Zambia by
embracing technology a way of
transforming the country.
“As you may be aware, government is
propagating matters of ICT through
the e-government division as a way of
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embracing a transformational culture
for a smart Zambia. Therefore, this
open day is anchored on the theme
'enhancing service provision through
ICTs.
“We are glad that 10 years down the
line, the Agency is transforming
towards embracing information and
communication technologies (ICTs)
as a critical success factor in a bid to
enhancing the operations of the
RTSA,” he said.
Other institutions which participated
at the event included the Road
Development Agency (RDA), and
Zambia Police.

PHOTO FOCUS: COMMISSIONING OF TOLL PLAZAS

Part of the NRFA staff who attended the Official Commissioning Ceremony of the Katuba, Shimabala and
Mumbwa Toll Plazas on 27th April, 2017 at Katuba

Part of the NRFA Board Members who attended the Official Commissioning Ceremony of the Katuba,
Shimabala and Mumbwa Toll Plazas on 27th April, 2017 at Katuba
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PHOTO FOCUS: ZAMBIA INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR

Ms. Christabel Michel Banda receives Best Overall Exhibit Award from His Excellency Nana Dankwa Akufo-Ado President
of the Republic of Ghana who was the Guest of Honour at the 53rd Zambia International Trade Fair in Ndola on 29th June 2017

Hon. Ronald Chitotela, MP, Minister of Housing
and Infrastructure Development
(3rd from left) with his spouse tours the
NRFA stand at the Trade Fair

Hon. Brian Mushimba, MP, Minister of Transport
and Communications (left) listens to
Mr. Daniel Mtonga, Business Manager Tolling
at the NRFA stand at the Trade Fair
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HAMBA KHALE

The late Lisolibi Mwanza in the NRFA Registry Office
By Alphonsius Hamachila

I

t is a hectic day at the National
Road Fund Agency (NRFA)
Headquarters in Lusaka, pressure is
piling, with changing priorities, and a
lot of assignments to execute,
quickly!
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c a l l y, t e l e p h o n e
extension 301 in the Registry Office,
on the third floor has jammed with
competing internal calls, as it always
does.
The Registry Clerk, Lisolibi
Mwanza, a lean and sociable 45 year
old with the most scrupulous
attention to detail is pacing from one
floor to the other, with a mountain of
files to deliver, but is managing his

time with ease.
He rushes back to his office, a central
repository of information and records
on all Agency operations, to answer
the phone and readily assists callers
with the most correct information on
every inquiry, (name of the road
contract, contract amount, last
payment made, payment vouchers
collected) without looking at the
respective file.
He is one such employee with the
memory of an elephant and the
inclination to execute such a task
informed by a sound institutional
knowledge base dating back to 31st
July, 2006 when he joined the
Agency.
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Unfortunately, when the phone rings
again, he won't be able to pick any
calls, because he died, suddenly, on
26th June 2017, four days after
suffering a stroke!
In the immediate aftermath of this
great tragedy, just about all the
tributes to Liso (as he was commonly
known), focused, first, from the
shockwaves that gripped his
workmates at the sudden demise, to
his dedication and commitment to
duty throughout his illustrious career.
“….Oh no Liso! Really sad,” Alice
Kalala, Assistant Accountant. “Oh!
This is terrible. He was such a gentle

LISOLIBI MWANZA
soul. Heartfelt condolences to his
family.” Wesly Kaluba, Senior
Manager Tolling. “Iye Liso sure…”
Rhoda Mukwashi, Front Office
Assistant. “Farewell to our colleague
and friend Liso Mwanza. His journey
has come to an end but the memories
will live on in our hearts. He certainly
fought a good fight,” Muyunda
Sakala, Manager Finance. “Have got
no words. Still thinking you are all
kidding,” John Simfukwe, Data Entry
Clerk.
And it is very easy to understand the
genesis of this love and shock,

because Liso was a highly valuable
and respected member of the NRFA
team and the effects of his passing
are already being felt by the Agency.
He was one such employee who
wore many hats and you could easily
turn him into an Office Orderly, a
Receptionist, a Customer Care
Officer, a Data Entry Clerk, at the
same time!
Eng. Wallece Mumba, NRFA
Director/CEO described him as a
gallant soldier who contributed
immensely to the Agency's many
success stories and dedicated the

Agency's overall win at the 53rd
Zambia International Trade Fair, to
his memory.
Indeed, over the course of his
remarkable life, Liso was many
things to many people – a father of
two boys and two girls, a husband, a
son, a brother, his friends called him
Commander, others called him
Lisilibi, yet others called him
Lisongo.
But to us, at the NRFA, he will remain
the public face of our Registry and
His Soul will forever Rest in Peace.

NRFA Staff laying wreaths on the tomb of their fallen colleague
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HARMONISATION OF TRANSPORT
By Daniel Mtonga
turn-around time.

Background
Transport, be it rail, air or road is a prerequisite for the promotion of trade
and economic growth. It also has an
imperative contribution to the
improvement of the quality of life and
social interaction of citizens both
locally, regionally and internationally.
Road transport in particular, is of
paramount importance especially in
the SADC/COMESA region which is
primarily land-locked. This mode of
transport is directly linked to
production lines due to its flexible

For some time now, various
Government Agencies and
Departments in Zambia have
continued to carry out their
operational activities independent of
each other and at times at cross
purpose of each other's objectives.
This has led to inefficient use of
resources and duplicity of activities
resulting in poor delivery of services
and economic under performance.
This situation has existed in almost all
government operations but has been
more pronounced and acute in the
transport and trade facilitation
operations of Government Agencies.
On 27th April 2017, the Republican
President His Excellency Mr. Edgar C
Lungu at the Commissioning of the
Three Plazas at Katuba Toll Plaza
recognized this problem and directed
that all Transport Sector and Trade
enforcement agencies find ways of
working together, using the existing
toll facilities as a one stop station for
their operational activities in order to
enhance efficient movement of goods
and services, reduce transportation
costs and damage to the road
infrastructure through the avoidance

of erection of intermittent road blocks
on the Highways.
Challenge definition
A number of Government Agencies
operating in the trade facilitation
sector have anchored their
operational activities on the road
transport sub sector of the transport
sector. This has resulted in a
proliferation of compliance
requirements for the business
community and inadvertently a rise in
the cost of doing business. Some of
the Agencies operating in this space
include the following; The Zambia
Revenue Authority, Zambia Police,
Road Transport & Safety Agency,
R o a d D e v e l o p m e n t A g e n c y,
Immigration dept., National Road
Fund Agency, Ministry of Local
Government through Local
Authorities, Agriculture departments
such fisheries dept. to mention but a
few. The various Agencies have
different compliance requirements
but mostly if not all service the same
customer who happens to be the road
user. This situation has necessitated a
need to relook at the way Government
Agencies serve its customers and
hence the Presidential directive.
Current Situation Analysis
The National Road Fund Agency on
the 23rd May 2017 convened a
meeting of institutions involved in the
transport and trade facilitation sector
at which a Technical Team was
formed with a mandate to come up
with Terms of Reference for
implementation of short term,
medium term and long terms
measures to harmonise and integrate
operations of the various Government
Agencies in the transport and trade
sector.

A trial joint operation exercise involving RTSA, ZRA RDA
and NRFA officers was undertaken at Katuba Toll Plaza
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AND TRADE ROAD OPERATIONS
The table below provides a
summarized over view of Agency
operations and possible integration
points as identified by the Technical
Committee.
Implementation and Benefits

to be addressed;
Efficient movement of goods
and services,
i. Legal and regulatory frameworks
ii. Reduced transportation costs
and overall cost of doing
Consideration of review of
business
various institutional legal
iii. Prevention of damage to the road
instruments be undertaken so as
The Technical Committee noted that
infrastructure through the
to promote harmonisation and
avoidance of erection of
a number of measures could be
integration of operations
intermittent road blocks on the
implemented in the short term and to
Highways
this effect on the 1st of June 2017, a
ii. Training of Staff
trial joint operation exercise iv. Reduced travel time
involving RTSA, ZRA, RDA and
Training of staff from across
institutions to enhance skills and
NRFA officers was undertaken at v. I m p r o v e d o p e r a t i o n a l
Katuba Toll Plaza. The Committee
efficiencies and management of
be able to perform single window
discrepancies and losses.
functions
further noted that a number of
integration activities where of vi. Improved economic perception
conducive for attraction of iii. Standardization of documents
medium-long term nature and
required detailed planning and
investment
vii. Transparent and accountability
Standardization of selected input
budget supplementation.
documents across institutions
which carry generic/static data
The possible benefits to accrue with Recommendations
which is used across institutions
the implementation of the
harmonization and integration of The Technical Team noted that for the
operations and systems of the harmonization and integration effort iv. Technology barriers
Agencies as identified are as follows;
to succeed the following issues have
Elimination of duplicity in
procurement of ICT systems
Table 1.1: Identified Agency operations and possible integration points
which almost perform the same
S/N
AGENCY
Nature of
Possible integration
function in these institutions and
Operations
Points
consideration of hosting certain
IT services at the Data Centre
·
Customs Duty
·
MCU
1.
ZRA
under ZICTA supplemented by
·
Other Taxes
·
Road tolls collection
efforts being made under the One
·
Ports of Entry
Stop Shop Integration System
(OSSIS)
project.
·
Licences
·
Licences/Rd Taxes
2.
RTSA

3.

RDA

·
·
·
·
·

i.

Road Taxes
Road Tolls
Road safety
Axle load
control
Road
Maintenance
Road Tolls
Fuel levy

·
·

Road Tolls
Road safety

·

Vehicle Weight
control

·
·

Toll infrastructure
Vehicle tacking

Licences/Rd Taxes
Road safety
Security
Ports of Entry
Combined c heck
pts.
ICT systems

4.

NRFA

·
·

5.

ZP

·

Road safety
enforcement

6.

Immigration

·

Immigration
enforcement

·
·
·
·
·

7.

·

ICT integration

·

8.

Smart
Zambia
Councils

·

Taxes/Licences

·

9

PACRA

·

TBA

·
·

Combined c heck
pts.
Regulations
TBA
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v. Adequate funding
Institutions to plan and budget for
these activities so that they form
part of the overall institutional
strategic goals. It is imperative
that institutions adequately plan
and budget for these activities.
Conclusion
It goes without saying that
harmonisation of transport and trade
road operations will bring about
synergies in the transport sector which
is a catalyst for economic growth.

